
Comprehensive Plan Report
A detailed report showing activity of the school team’s work on the improvement plan including assessments, plans, tasks, 

monitoring, and implementation for selected time periods.
6/22/2017

Blevins High School NCES - 50330000090
Blevins School District
School Success Indicators Key Indicators are shown in RED.
School Leadership and Decision Making
Establishing a team structure with specific duties and time for instructional planning
Indicator ID01 - A team structure is officially incorporated into the school governance policy.(36)
Status No decision has been made    Tasks completed:  3 of 3 (100%)
Assessment Level of Development: Initial: Limited Development 01/04/2016

Index: 9 (Priority Score x Opportunity Score)
Priority Score: 3 (3 - highest, 2 - medium, 1 - lowest)
Opportunity Score: 3 (3 - relatively easy to address, 2 - accomplished within 

current policy and budget conditions, 1 - requires 
changes in current policy and budget conditions)

Describe current level of 
development:

Leadership team has been selected and specific duties have been 
assigned to each member. Dates and times for meeting have been 
established. Agendas, minutes and sign-in sheets will be provided for 
all meetings. A collective vision is the engine that drives school reform. 
A collective vision that reflects the intents and purposes of schoolwide 
programs will capture the school’s response to some or all of these 
important questions:

 What is our purpose here?

 What are our expectations for students?

 What are the responsibilities of the adults who work here?

 How important are collaborations and partnerships?

 How are we committed to continuous improvement?

Plan Assigned to: R Myrick
How it will look when fully met: A common team structure for a school consists of a Leadership Team 

(principal
and teacher leaders), teacher Instructional Teams, and a School 
Community Council (majority of
members are parents). Each team has a specific purpose and 
scheduled time to meet. Though
strong teaming practices are indictors of successful schools, without 
their establishment in district
policy, teams can wane or disappear with changes in school leadership.

Target Date: 05/26/2017
Tasks:

1. Select team members and assign duties. 
Assigned to: Jeffrey  Steed
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Added date: 03/02/2016
Target Completion Date: 05/26/2017
Comments: The importance of teams has been long established in research 

suggests that leadership should not reside with one individual; a team 
approach to planning and decision making allows for distributive 
leadership. Planning and decision making within the school require 
teams, time, and access to timely information. That is, decision-making 
groups must be organized and given time to plan and monitor the parts 
of the system for which they are responsible.

Task Completed: 01/02/2017
2. Teachers demonstrate their understanding of instructional planning and delivery by providing 
standards-based, data-driven, differentiated instruction that engages students, makes appropriate use of 
technology, and makes learning relevant for today's learners.

Assigned to: Jeffrey  Steed
Added date: 01/23/2017
Target Completion Date: 05/12/2017
Comments:
Task Completed: 02/03/2017

3. Teachers demonstrate their understanding of instructional planning and delivery by providing 
standards-based, data-driven, differentiated instruction that engages students, makes appropriate use of 
technology, and makes learning relevant for today's learners.

Assigned to: Jeffrey  Steed
Added date: 01/30/2017
Target Completion Date: 05/26/2017
Frequency: monthly
Comments: Our teachers will develop lessons that build coherently toward 

objectives based on course content, curriculum scope and sequence, 
and expected student outcomes. We will effectively communicate 
goals, expectations, and objectives to help all students reach high 
levels of achievement. The teachers will connect to students' prior 
understanding and real-world experiences to new content and 
contexts, maximizing learning opportunities. Teachers ensure that the 
learning environment features a high degree of student engagement by 
facilitating discussion and student-centered activities as well as leading 
direct instruction. We will validate each student's comments and 
questions, utilizing them to advance learning for all students. All 
teachers encourage all students to overcome obstacles and remain 
persistent in the face of challenges, providing them with support in 
achieving their goals.

Task Completed: 02/01/2017
Implement Percent Task Complete:  Tasks completed:  3 of 3 (100%)
Indicator ID04 - All teams prepare agendas for their meetings.(39)
Status Objective Met  3/27/2017  
Assessment Level of Development: Initial: Limited Development 01/04/2016

Objective Met - 03/27/2017 
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Index: 4 (Priority Score x Opportunity Score)
Priority Score: 2 (3 - highest, 2 - medium, 1 - lowest)
Opportunity Score: 2 (3 - relatively easy to address, 2 - accomplished within 

current policy and budget conditions, 1 - requires 
changes in current policy and budget conditions)

Describe current level of 
development:

Effective teams operate with agendas, keep minutes, sign in sheets, 
stay focused, and follow through with the plans they make. Stay on 
schedule. When done properly, team meetings give everyone a sense 
of ownership for the process of
school improvement.

Plan Assigned to: R Myrick
How it will look when fully met: The agenda is your roadmap for where the meeting should go, what 

sites to see along the way, and where you
should end up. Have a time keeper to keep the meeting on track. Good 
discussion is valuable,
but not if it derails you from the purpose of the meeting. Make sure all 
discussion is on topic and
on track to move the agenda forward.
Creating an agenda also allows the attendees to know ahead of time 
what is to be discussed
and to prepare for the meeting.

Target Date: 05/26/2017
Tasks:

1. Create an agenda template like the one used in Indistar. 
Assigned to: Richard Allen
Added date: 02/23/2016
Target Completion Date: 05/26/2017
Comments: Establishing a routine for meetings with agendas, minutes and sign in 

sheets will be valuable to ensure proper documentation of meetings.
Task Completed: 01/06/2017

Implement Percent Task Complete:
Objective Met: 3/27/2017 
Experience: 3/27/2017

A well planned agenda gives a greater sense of control. The agenda is 
often sent out in advance (email) of the meeting so attendees know 
what to expect and have time to prepare their view points on action 
points. An agenda gives the person conducting the meeting control 
over the flow of discussions, the issues covered and the attendees 
responsible for reporting specific information at the meeting. An 
agenda also helps keep the meeting within a programmed time frame 
controlling when issues are discussed. People are less likely to slow the 
meeting with interruptions if they know that their issue is on the 
agenda. Each attendee can relax knowing that the meeting is under 
control and that issues that are important to each are listed on agenda.

Sustain: 3/27/2017
Keeping agendas in a safe and secure location is important. It is also 
important to alert new staff where old agendas are located for 
reference to past meetings. It mat be necessary to review old minutes 
and agendas if questions or discrepancies arise.    
An agenda increases productivity at meetings. Attendees of the 
meeting understand that all items on the agenda must be discussed 
and are likely to move at a pace that ensures they will cover 
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everything. Agendas make it clear which items need action and who 
are the responsible people to take those actions. This allows attendees 
to leave meetings knowing what must be accomplished before the next 
meeting. The agenda also allows attendees to evaluate actions at the 
next meeting and receive progress report. The agenda helps attendees 
zero in on the areas where decisions are needed and clears the way for 
progress. Attendees can leave the meeting feeling relaxed and with 
sense of achievement with the agenda to verify their productivity.

Evidence: 3/27/2017
We are using agendas and minutes for all meetings. 
Advantages:
1.This structure inclines in simplicity because of its clarity. Command 
go from top to bottom and accountability travels from bottom to top.
2.Authority and responsibility is better understood.
3.Decisions are taken faster.

Disadvantages:
1.The chain of command neglects talent. At times good ideas just die 
away as the capable people get lost in between the chain.
2.Employees become bureaucratic in temperament.
3.This structure overloads key persons.

Indicator ID07 - A Leadership Team consisting of the principal, teachers who lead the Instructional Teams, 
and other key professional staff meets regularly (twice a month or more for an hour each 
meeting).(42)

Status Full Implementation   
Assessment Level of Development: Initial: Full Implementation 01/04/2016

Evidence: The leadership meets no less than twice each month for no less than 
one hour. Members have assigned duties. Agendas, minutes and sign 
in sheet are provided at all meetings.  

Indicator ID08 - The Leadership Team serves as a conduit of communication to the faculty and staff.(43)
Status     Tasks completed:  2 of 3 (67%)
Assessment Level of Development: Initial: Limited Development 01/04/2016

Objective Met - 01/05/2016 

Index: 4 (Priority Score x Opportunity Score)
Priority Score: 2 (3 - highest, 2 - medium, 1 - lowest)
Opportunity Score: 2 (3 - relatively easy to address, 2 - accomplished within 

current policy and budget conditions, 1 - requires 
changes in current policy and budget conditions)

Describe current level of 
development:

The typical system places those decisions with a Leadership Team that 
is headed by the principal
and includes teachers and other staff. In order to facilitate 
communication and coordination
among the grade levels and the departments of the school, a typical 
composition of the
Leadership Team is the principal and team leaders from the 
Instructional Teams. The Leadership
Team needs to meet twice each month for an hour each meeting. Less 
frequent meetings lead to
drift and loss of continuity; less time for each meeting creates 
hurriedness and insufficient
attention to the work at hand. Effective teams operate with agendas, 
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keep minutes, stay focused,
and follow through with the plans they make

Plan Assigned to: Jeffrey  Steed
How it will look when fully met: The principal will disseminate information to the staff from the 

leadership team meetings. The typical system places those decisions 
with a Leadership Team that is headed by the principal and includes 
teachers and other staff. In order to facilitate communication and 
coordination among the grade levels and the departments of the 
school, a typical composition of the Leadership Team is the principal 
and team leaders from the Instructional Teams. The Leadership Team 
needs to meet twice each month for an hour each meeting. Less 
frequent meetings lead to drift and loss of continuity; less time for each 
meeting creates hurriedness and insufficient attention to the work at 
hand. Effective teams operate with agendas, keep minutes, stay 
focused, and follow through with the plans they make

Target Date: 05/12/2017
Tasks:

1. In order to facilitate communication and coordination among the grade levels and the departments of 
the school, a typical composition of the Leadership Team is the principal and team leaders from the 
Instructional Teams. The Leadership Team needs to meet twice each month for an hour each meeting. 
Less frequent meetings lead to drift and loss of continuity; less time for each meeting creates hurriedness 
and insufficient attention to the work at hand. 

Effective teams operate with agendas, keep minutes, stay focused, and follow through with the plans they 
makeSend an e-mail to staff and ask for feedback from staff.

Assigned to: Jeffrey  Steed
Added date: 01/04/2016
Target Completion Date: 05/26/2017
Frequency: twice a year
Comments: The staff requested that weekly updates be sent via e-mail for 

dissemination of leadership team information.The Leadership Team 
needs to meet twice each month for an hour each meeting. Less 
frequent meetings lead to drift and loss of continuity; less time for each 
meeting creates hurriedness and insufficient attention to the work at 
hand. Effective teams operate with agendas, keep minutes, stay 
focused, and follow through with the plans they make

Task Completed: 01/05/2016
2. Survey staff about how they would like information from leadership team to serve as a conduit of 
communication.The Leadership Team needs to meet twice each month for an hour each meeting. Less 
frequent meetings lead to drift and loss of continuity; less time for each meeting creates hurriedness and 
insufficient attention to the work at hand. Effective teams operate with agendas, keep minutes, stay 
focused, and follow through with the plans they make.

Assigned to: Richard Allen
Added date: 02/12/2016
Target Completion Date: 05/26/2017
Comments: The principal will disseminate information to the staff from the 

leadership team meetings. The typical system places those decisions 
with a Leadership Team that is headed by the principal and includes 
teachers and other staff. In order to facilitate communication and 
coordination among the grade levels and the departments of the 
school, a typical composition of the Leadership Team is the principal 
and team leaders from the Instructional Teams. The Leadership Team 
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needs to meet twice each month for an hour each meeting. Less 
frequent meetings lead to drift and loss of continuity; less time for each 
meeting creates hurriedness and insufficient attention to the work at 
hand. Effective teams operate with agendas, keep minutes, stay 
focused, and follow through with the plans they make

Task Completed: 02/05/2016
3. We need to organize our teams whereby the same 5 people do not serve on all the teams.

Assigned to: Richard Allen
Added date: 03/28/2016
Target Completion Date: 05/12/2017
Comments: The Charlotte-Mecklenburg (NC) Schools School Leadership Team 

Handbook spells out the
functions of a School Leadership Team – with so much activity clearly 
requiring continuous
communication: “Functions of a School Leadership Team (SLT): 
Facilitates the involvement of the
school community in the development of the School Improvement Plan; 
Encourages, supports
and creates opportunities for involvement from parents in the 
community; Contributes to the
design of the School Improvement Plan; Monitors the effectiveness of 
the School Improvement
Plan strategies” (p.1). Listed tasks include: Facilitates the development 
of the School
Improvement Plan; Monitors, assesses and amends the School 
Improvement Plan; Advances
policies and procedures that enhance achievement and meet 
educational, safety and parent
involvement goals; Facilitates communication within the professional 
learning community; Builds
the capacity of the school to address parent and staff concerns; and 
Builds the capacity of the
school to improve in the following areas: High Academic Achievement, 
Effective Educators,
Adequate Resources and Facilities, Safe and Orderly Schools, World-
Class Service, and Strong
Parent and Community Relations. Team members are expected to 
“attend meetings regularly,
represent the interests of constituent group (not just their own), 
determine how to engage
stakeholders in meaningful ways in school affairs; commit to working 
collaboratively with team;
bring issues and concerns of constituent group to team meetings and 
communicates the activities

Implement Percent Task Complete:
Objective Met: 1/5/2016 
Experience: 1/5/2016

Team members are expected to “attend meetings regularly, represent 
the interests of constituent group (not just their own), and determine 
how to engage stakeholders in meaningful ways in school affairs; 
commit to working collaboratively with team;
bring issues and concerns of constituent group to team meetings and 
communicates the activities. All team members contributed to the 
conversation and the we expect positive outcomes. 

Sustain: 1/5/2016
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The typical system places those decisions with a Leadership Team that 
is headed by the principal and includes teachers and other staff. In 
order to facilitate communication and coordination among the grade 
levels and the departments of the school, a typical composition of the 
Leadership Team is the principal and team leaders from the 
Instructional Teams. The Leadership Team needs to meet twice each 
month for an hour each meeting. Less frequent meetings lead to drift 
and loss of continuity; less time for each meeting creates hurriedness 
and insufficient attention to the work at hand. Effective teams operate 
with agendas, keep minutes, stay focused,and follow through with the 
plans they make. 

Evidence: 1/5/2016
We communication within the professional learning community and 
have built the capacity of the school to address parent and staff 
concerns via two way communication. We have increased the capacity 
of the staff by adding two way feedback (school & district) to improve 
the following areas: High Academic Achievement, Effective Educators,
Adequate Resources and Facilities, Safe and Orderly Schools, World-
Class Service, and Strong Parent and Community Relations. 

Indicator ID10 - The Leadership Team regularly looks at school performance data and aggregated 
classroom observation data and uses that data to make decisions about school improvement and 
professional development needs.(45)

Status     Tasks completed:  1 of 2 (50%)
Assessment Level of Development: Initial: Limited Development 01/05/2016

Index: 6 (Priority Score x Opportunity Score)
Priority Score: 3 (3 - highest, 2 - medium, 1 - lowest)
Opportunity Score: 2 (3 - relatively easy to address, 2 - accomplished within 

current policy and budget conditions, 1 - requires 
changes in current policy and budget conditions)

Describe current level of 
development:

The High School (7-12) will develop professional learning communities 
to analyze data and track student performance.  High school staff will 
meet at least monthly to review data and plan instruction/interventions. 
 Opportunities will be provided for teachers to meet and collaborate 
across grade levels to plan for transitions to meet increasingly 
challenging expectations.
Data teams and/or professional learning communities will be fully 
implemented K-12.  All teachers will participate in the collaborative 
process of reviewing student data, planning interventions and 
instruction, monitoring progress, evaluating student performance, and 
planning future learning goals.  Teachers will also review and evaluate 
team effectiveness.
The high school currently uses the data team process to evaluate 
student performance, plan interventions, track improvements, and 
develop future plans and goals.  Data teams meet twice monthly to 
review data and plan instruction/interventions.  The high school uses 
data sources from the grade school to make placement determinations 
for incoming students.

Plan Assigned to: Jeffrey  Steed
How it will look when fully met: Our staff is trained to understand how assessment and evaluation 

affect student motivation and self- confidence.
The staff knows how to construct teacher-made tests incorporating 
standard question formats, e.g., true-false, multiple-choice, fill in the 
blank, matching, and essay. In addition, teachers know and are able to 
teach strategies that prepare students to study for and take tests.
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The teachers know how to weigh and calculate student work fairly and 
appropriately.
and how to construct projects that both engage students and assess 
their performance.
They assess the students’ learning in formal and informal settings and 
how to help students evaluate their own learning.
The district offers PD examining laws and policies regarding referral 
and placement procedures for students with disabilities as well as basic 
terminology used in assessment. (Special Education)
We analyze the various standardized and non-standardized approaches 
to assessing performance—for example, achievement and aptitude 
tests, observation, anecdotal records

Target Date: 05/12/2017
Tasks:

1. The high school staff will meet to discuss and formulate in district training for novice teachers. 
Assigned to: Jeffrey  Steed
Added date: 01/05/2016
Target Completion Date: 02/12/2016
Frequency: four times a year
Comments: The staff will meet each quarter to establish an ongoing program for 

novice teachers. The program will offer the staff specific training to 
regarding assessment and evaluation. The staff will construct teacher-
made tests incorporating standard question formats. Veteran teachers 
will model strategies that prepare novice teachers how to prepare 
students to study for and take tests. The teachers will weigh and 
calculate student work fairly and appropriately. The district offers PD 
examining laws and policies regarding referral and placement 
procedures for students with disabilities as well as basic terminology 
used in assessment. (Special Education) We will analyze the various 
standardized and non-standardized approaches to assessing 
performance.

Task Completed: 02/02/2016
2. The high school currently uses the data team process to evaluate student performance, plan 
interventions, track improvements, and develop future plans and goals. 

Assigned to: Kathy Daniel
Added date: 02/12/2016
Target Completion Date: 05/18/2016
Comments: The staff is trained to understand how assessment and evaluation 

affect student motivation and self- confidence. The staff knows how to 
construct teacher-made tests incorporating standard question formats, 
e.g., true-false, multiple-choice, fill in the blank, matching, and essay. 
In addition, teachers know and are able to teach strategies that 
prepare students to study for and take tests. The teachers know how 
to weigh and calculate student work fairly and appropriately. and how 
to construct projects that both engage students and assess their 
performance. 

Implement Percent Task Complete:  Tasks completed:  1 of 2 (50%)
Indicator ID11 - Teachers are organized into grade-level, grade-level cluster, or subject-area Instructional 

Teams.(46)
Status     Tasks completed:  1 of 2 (50%)
Assessment Level of Development: Initial: Limited Development 02/02/2016
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Index: 4 (Priority Score x Opportunity Score)
Priority Score: 2 (3 - highest, 2 - medium, 1 - lowest)
Opportunity Score: 2 (3 - relatively easy to address, 2 - accomplished within 

current policy and budget conditions, 1 - requires 
changes in current policy and budget conditions)

Describe current level of 
development:

Within a school, we need to collaborate to build a team working 
together to solve the dilemmas in learning, to collectively share and 
critique the nature and quality of evidence that shows our impact on 
student learning, and to cooperate in planning and critiquing lessons, 
learning intentions, and success criteria on aregular basis. Teams of 
teachers, either grade-level, grade-level clusters, or subject—which 
ever fits your school—meet together to plan instruction, review 
assessments, discuss their
students, and together create ways to improve instruction for all their 
students. Tasks shared by
many become much more manageable. “Planning can be done in many 
ways, the most powerful
is when teachers work together to develop plans, develop common 
understandings of what is
worth teaching, collaborate on understanding their beliefs of challenge 
and progress, and work
together to evaluate the impact of their planning on student outcomes.
We believe that those who are closest to the student should make the 
decisions
that affect students. Some decisions are best made by the teachers 
responsible for particular groups of
students—grade level teams or subject area teams, which we will call 
‘instructional teams.
Instructional teams are manageable groupings of teachers by grade 
level or subject area who
meet to develop instructional strategies aligned to the standards-based 
curriculum and to
monitor the progress of the students in the grade levels or subject area 
for which the team is
responsible. 
Team-based schooling, they reasoned,
would improve the culture of schooling, enhance the instructional 
practice of groups of teachers,
and bring about higher levels of student learning and gives both some 
benefits of working in teams. The benefits include: 1. teachers working 
together are better able to create shared expectations and high
standards for all students.
 2. teachers working together engage in discourse that leads to 
creating learning
experiences that are richer and of higher quality than those created by 
teachers working
in isolation.
 3. teachers working in teams are more effective in creating the 
collaborative culture that
allows a school to continuously reflect on and improve its practices.

Plan Assigned to: Kim  Lee
How it will look when fully met:  Collaborate to build a team working together. Working together to 

evaluate the impact of their planning on student outcomes. We believe 
that those who are closest to the student should make the decisions 
that affect students. Instructional teams are manageable groupings of 
teachers by grade level or subject area who meet to develop 
instructional strategies. 
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1. teachers working together are better able to create shared 
expectations and high standards for all students.  
2. teachers working together engage in discourse that leads to creating 
learning experiences that are richer and of higher quality than those 
created by teachers working in isolation.  
3. teachers working in teams are more effective in creating the 
collaborative culture that allows a school to continuously reflect on and 
improve its practices.

Target Date: 05/18/2016
Tasks:

1. Create an effective leadership team by assembling individuals with diverse skills and perspectives that 
will contribute to achieving school improvement goals.

Assigned to: Kim  Lee
Added date: 02/02/2016
Target Completion Date: 05/18/2016
Comments: Creating an effective leadership team begins with assembling 

individuals with diverse skills and perspectives that will contribute to 
achieving school improvement goals. Chenoweth and Everhart (2002) 
recommend that the composition of school leadership teams represent 
the diversity of the staff, students, and community. All grade levels, 
departments, and specialty areas should be represented. Additionally, 
team members should be knowledgeable about school improvement 
efforts and possess diverse skills that will help move the team toward 
its improvement goals.
Chenoweth and Everhart (2002) also suggest that leadership team 
members should:
• be committed to school-wide change;
• be respected by colleagues;
• possess leadership potential;
• demonstrate effective interpersonal skills; and
• be able to start projects and “get things done” (p.17).

Task Completed: 02/02/2016
2. Instructional Planning and Delivery. Teachers will demonstrate their understanding of instructional 
planning and delivery by providing standards-based, data-driven, differentiated instruction that engages 
students, makes appropriate use of technology, and makes learning relevant for today's learners.

Assigned to: J. Steed and R. Myrick
Added date: 01/18/2017
Target Completion Date: 03/08/2017
Frequency: daily
Comments: An ordinary working day for principals and teachers contains many 

meetings, interactions and conversations. The question is how
do these activities contribute to school outcomes? This requires 
principals and teachers who are engaged,
knowledgeable and have time to talk about issues related to teaching 
and learning. Even if communication often is described as important, a 
large part of everyday conversations and how they are conducted are 
taken for granted, even short conversations. Many issues are solved 
quickly between classes and not in formal meetings. Although there is 
no agenda or minutes, these meeting are quite important. Some 
teachers suggest a pre-conference that allows them time to review 
research and obtain data. One specific benefit of pre-conferences is the 
additional reflection and time allocated to planning a lesson. Roughly 
half of the principals suggested that the use of the pre-conference led 
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to better preparation on the part of the
teachers. “It made them plan. It made them think,” our principal 
stated. “We talked together about the lesson and
shen revised it on the spot, making the planning process deeper and 
more reflective."

Implement Percent Task Complete:  Tasks completed:  1 of 2 (50%)
Indicator ID13 - Instructional Teams meet for blocks of time (4 to 6 hour blocks, once a month; whole 

days before and after the school year) sufficient to develop and refine units of instruction and 
review student learning data.(48)

Status No decision has been made    Tasks completed:  1 of 1 (100%)
Assessment Level of Development: Initial: Limited Development 02/12/2016

Index: 4 (Priority Score x Opportunity Score)
Priority Score: 2 (3 - highest, 2 - medium, 1 - lowest)
Opportunity Score: 2 (3 - relatively easy to address, 2 - accomplished within 

current policy and budget conditions, 1 - requires 
changes in current policy and budget conditions)

Describe current level of 
development:

Instructional Teams meet for blocks of time (4 to 6 hour blocks, once a 
month; whole days before and after the school year) sufficient to 
develop and refine units of instruction and review student learning 
data. The high school has began this process. 

Plan Assigned to: R Myrick
How it will look when fully met: For each plan, the team will assign one or more leadership team 

member(s) to monitor the plan, set a target date for completion, and 
create a series of tasks to reach full implementation. Each task created 
will also be assigned and have a target date by which it will be 
complete or become routine.

Target Date: 05/26/2017
Tasks:

1. For each plan, the team will assign a leadership team member to monitor the plan, set a target date for 
completion, and create a series of tasks to reach full implementation. 

Assigned to: Richard Allen
Added date: 02/12/2016
Target Completion Date: 05/26/2017
Comments: For each plan, the team will assign one or more leadership team 

member(s) to monitor the plan, set a target date for completion, and 
create a series of tasks to reach full implementation. The team member 
will be responsible for reporting to the staff.

Task Completed: 01/30/2017
Implement Percent Task Complete:  Tasks completed:  1 of 1 (100%)
School Leadership and Decision Making
Focusing the principal’s role on building leadership capacity, achieving learning goals, and improving 
instruction
Indicator IE05 - The principal participates actively with the school’s teams. (56)
Status Full Implementation   
Assessment Level of Development: Initial: Full Implementation 01/04/2016

Evidence: Developing, implementing, and evaluating the programs within your 
school is another large part of a school principal’s role. A principal 
should always be looking for ways to improve the student experience 
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at school. Developing effective programs that cover a variety of areas 
is one way to ensure this. It is acceptable to look at other schools in 
your area and to implement those programs within your own school 
that have proved to be effective elsewhere. Programs within your 
school should be evaluated every year and tweaked as necessary. If 
your reading program has become stale and your students are not 
showing much growth, then it may be necessary to review the program 
and make some changes to improve the quality of that program.

Indicator IE10 - The principal celebrates individual, team, and school successes, especially related to 
student learning outcomes.(61)

Status Objective Met  3/9/2017  
Assessment Level of Development: Initial: Limited Development 01/04/2016

Objective Met - 03/09/2017 

Index: 4 (Priority Score x Opportunity Score)
Priority Score: 2 (3 - highest, 2 - medium, 1 - lowest)
Opportunity Score: 2 (3 - relatively easy to address, 2 - accomplished within 

current policy and budget conditions, 1 - requires 
changes in current policy and budget conditions)

Describe current level of 
development:

The principal celebrates individual, team, and school successes, 
especially related to student learning outcomes. 

Plan Assigned to: Jeffrey  Steed
How it will look when fully met: Principals should be asking themselves such questions as: How well do 

I know my staff members? Do I regularly recognize
them for their accomplishments? 
Do I recognize their efforts to go above and beyond what is expected 
in their work with students? There are many ways to express 
appreciation, but the important thing is to remember to do it, and do it 
frequently.

Target Date: 05/12/2017
Tasks:

1. Develop a ritual to The principal celebrates individual, team, and school successes, especially related to 
student learning outcomes.  

>CREATE A PLAN FOR CELEBRATIONS  
Assigned to: Jeffrey  Steed
Added date: 03/02/2016
Target Completion Date: 01/02/2017
Comments: We found significant leadership practices to include communicating a 

clear vision and priorities, focusing time and attention on what matters 
most, enabling teachers to develop pedagogical and content skills and 
capacity, providing instructional guidance, empowering others to make 
significant decisions, addressing supportive structures and resources, 
developing school improvement plans, providing instructional guidance 
and coherence, engaging the larger school and district community, 
acting ethically, and engaging in continuous learning and growth. The
data synthesized from these case studies fell into ten main themes, 
Theme Six Being “The Principal Is Positive.” They defined this as 
“having fun, celebrating, having a sense of humor, and
working with enthusiasm.” When teachers talked about “positive” as a 
concept, they also focused
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on the kinds of positive, specific feedback they were given by their 
principals.

Task Completed: 01/02/2017
Implement Percent Task Complete:

Objective Met: 3/9/2017 
Experience: 3/9/2017

We celebrate our successes. 
Sustain: 3/9/2017

 • Measure student progress
 • Make sure students don’t fall through the cracks 
• Measure program effectiveness 

Evidence: 3/9/2017
Teacher appreciation Day; Teacher of the Month; Teacher of the Year: 
Academic Awards Banquet : Student scholarships  

Indicator IE13 - The principal offers frequent opportunities for staff and parents to voice constructive 
critique of the school’s progress and suggestions for improvement.(64)

Status     Tasks completed:  2 of 4 (50%)
Assessment Level of Development: Initial: Limited Development 01/21/2016

Index: 4 (Priority Score x Opportunity Score)
Priority Score: 2 (3 - highest, 2 - medium, 1 - lowest)
Opportunity Score: 2 (3 - relatively easy to address, 2 - accomplished within 

current policy and budget conditions, 1 - requires 
changes in current policy and budget conditions)

Describe current level of 
development:

Research shows that learning-focused leaders stimulate staff 
collaboration by, among other
things, establishing and using formal mechanisms for professional 
interchanges (e.g., staff
meetings, professional development activities, common planning 
periods), and giving faculty a
formal role in communication and decision making. On a less formal 
level, learning-focused
leaders promote staff collaboration by discussing instructional issues 
regularly in informal exchanges
with teachers, by soliciting teachers’ opinions, by showing respect and 
consideration for
staff and their ideas, and by encouraging direct, informal 
communication among staff 

Plan Assigned to: Jeffrey  Steed
How it will look when fully met: Intellectual stimulation occurs when the principal challenges teachers 

to reexamine
assumptions they have about their job role. When a principal focuses 
intellectual thought,
knowledge, and insight toward building relationship between teachers 
and parents and teachers
and students, these groups develop greater capacity to work together 
for the common good of the
student, resulting in higher levels of trust among the teacher, parent, 
and student, with students
generally accepting greater responsibility for their schooling

Target Date: 05/18/2016
Tasks:
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1. Constructive critique can come through formal channels, such as teacher
representation on the school’s Leadership Team and teacher and parent representation on a
School Community Council. Open-air meetings to share goals, plans, and data can also be a
forum for constructive input. The principal’s one-on-one meetings with staff and parents is
another opportunity. The important consideration is that the school operates with a “culture of
candor” in which people are encouraged to voice their constructive observations and
recommendations.

Assigned to: Scott Kelton
Added date: 01/21/2016
Target Completion Date: 05/18/2016
Comments: The principal and assistant principal will offer a open door policy. All 

staff, certified and classified, parents and students and community 
members and business' will have the opportunity to voice and share 
their opinions and views to the administration without fear of reprisal. 
We, the administration, embrace the fast that patrons want to become 
true stakeholders in the operations of the school.

Task Completed: 02/02/2016
2. The principal will offer frequent opportunities for staff and parents to voice constructive critique of the 
school’s progress and suggestions for improvement.

Assigned to: Jeffrey  Steed
Added date: 02/02/2016
Target Completion Date: 05/18/2016
Comments: Research shows that learning-focused leaders stimulate staff 

collaboration by, among other
things, establishing and using formal mechanisms for professional 
interchanges (e.g., staff
meetings, professional development activities, common planning 
periods), and giving faculty a
formal role in communication and decision making. On a less formal 
level, learning-focused
leaders promote staff collaboration by discussing instructional issues 
regularly in informal exchanges
with teachers, by soliciting teachers’ opinions, by showing respect and 
consideration for
staff and their ideas, and by encouraging direct, informal 
communication among staff

Task Completed: 01/05/2016
3. 
Teachers identify readiness for learning and understand how development in one area may affect 
students' performance in other areas.

Assigned to: Jeffrey  Steed
Added date: 01/23/2017
Target Completion Date: 05/12/2017
Frequency: monthly
Comments:

4. Constructive critique can come through formal channels, such as teacher representation on the 
school’s
Leadership Team and teacher and parent representation on a School Community Council. Open-air 
meetings to share
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goals, plans, and data can also be a forum for constructive input. The principal’s one-on-one meetings 
with staff and
parents is another opportunity. The important consideration is that the school operates with a “culture of 
candor” in
which people are encouraged to voice their constructive observations and recommendations.

Assigned to: Jeffrey  Steed
Added date: 04/26/2017
Target Completion Date: 08/21/2017
Frequency: four times a year
Comments: Research shows that learning-focused leaders stimulate staff 

collaboration by, among other things, establishing and
using formal mechanisms for professional interchanges (e.g., staff 
meetings, professional development activities,
common planning periods), and giving faculty a formal role in 
communication and decision making. On a less formal
level, learning-focused leaders promote staff collaboration by 
discussing instructional issues regularly in informal
ex-changes with teachers, by soliciting teachers’ opinions, by showing 
respect and consideration for staff and their
ideas, and by encouraging direct, informal communication among staff 
(Murphy, 2007).

Implement Percent Task Complete:  Tasks completed:  2 of 4 (50%)
School Leadership and Decision Making
Aligning classroom observations with evaluation criteria and professional development
Indicator IF01 - The principal compiles reports from classroom observations, showing aggregate areas of 

strength and areas that need improvement without revealing the identity of individual teachers.
(65)

Status     Tasks completed:  1 of 2 (50%)
Assessment Level of Development: Initial: Limited Development 01/12/2016

Index: 4 (Priority Score x Opportunity Score)
Priority Score: 2 (3 - highest, 2 - medium, 1 - lowest)
Opportunity Score: 2 (3 - relatively easy to address, 2 - accomplished within 

current policy and budget conditions, 1 - requires 
changes in current policy and budget conditions)

Describe current level of 
development:

Research-based teaching practices and their indicators provide the 
elements of a classroom
observation instrument. The observer (the principal or another teacher) 
would meet with the
teacher before the observation, to review the indicators, and after the 
observation, to discuss the
observer’s impressions. The two can then create or update the 
teacher’s professional
development plan, listing observed strengths and weaknesses, and 
steps toward improvement,
with the observer helping the teacher carry out these next steps

Plan Assigned to: Jeffrey  Steed
How it will look when fully met: Professional development is a means for elevating the skills and 

knowledge of administrators, teachers, and staff, whenever the SIP 
calls for new expertise to enable the school to move in a new direction 
or to address a
particular problem. Depending on the results of the observations, 
professional development can
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be geared to improving the teaching abilities across the faculty, or can 
include training and
coaching to assist an individual teacher needing improvement. 

Target Date: 05/12/2017
Tasks:

1. Informal observations of teaching can be extremely effective in helping to enhance teaching 
performance. UNC Charlotte’s Center for Teaching and Learning (CTL) offers the opportunity for faculty to 
be observed by members who have been publicly recognized for excellence in teaching. Trained faculty 
will observe classes at the request of the person wishing to be observed, and the observation’s purpose 
will be to provide feedback on teaching practices and to suggest ways to improve those practices, if 
appropriate. Any information gathered through the classroom observation process is confidential and will 
not be used for any purpose other than enhancement of teaching: all information stays between the 
observer and the teacher being observed. 

Assigned to: Richard Allen
Added date: 01/12/2016
Target Completion Date: 05/12/2017
Frequency: twice a year
Comments: You will be contacted by an observer to set up a pre-observation 

conference and the classroom observation dates. You will also set up a 
post-observation conference date that should occur as soon as possible 
after the observation. The purpose of the pre-observation conference is 
to describe the context of the course, describe the objectives of the 
class session, discuss the purpose of the observation, share teaching 
concerns, etc. The observer will observe the entire class period (for 75 
minute classes) or part of the class session (3 hour classes). You may 
introduce the observer if you like. At the post-observation conference, 
you will receive oral feedback about the observation. The results of the 
observation are confidential.

Task Completed: 02/05/2016
2. Principal will provide feedback after formal evaluation. 

Assigned to: Richard Allen
Added date: 03/28/2016
Target Completion Date: 05/19/2017
Comments: School improvement plans (SIPs) should drive professional 

development for teachers.
Professional development plans should be a part of the school 
improvement planning discussion
and should focus on skills teachers need to support improvement areas 
identified during the
needs assessment and plan development (Public Schools of North 
Carolina, 2013). The SIP
should stem from evidence of research-based practices in the 
classroom, as determined by
systematic classroom observations by the principal and by peers. 
Professional development is a
means for elevating the skill and knowledge of administrators, 
teachers, and staff, whenever the
SIP calls for new expertise to enable the school to move in a new 
direction or to address a
particular problem. Depending on the results of the observations, 
professional development can
be geared to improving the teaching abilities across the faculty, or can 
include training and
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coaching to assist an individual teacher needing improvement 
(Redding, 2007).

Implement Percent Task Complete:  Tasks completed:  1 of 2 (50%)
Indicator IF02 - The Leadership Team reviews the principal’s summary reports of classroom observations 

and takes them into account in planning professional development.(66)
Status Add a Task    Tasks completed:  1 of 1 (100%)
Assessment Level of Development: Initial: Limited Development 02/02/2016

Index: 4 (Priority Score x Opportunity Score)
Priority Score: 2 (3 - highest, 2 - medium, 1 - lowest)
Opportunity Score: 2 (3 - relatively easy to address, 2 - accomplished within 

current policy and budget conditions, 1 - requires 
changes in current policy and budget conditions)

Describe current level of 
development:

Under the new accountability measures being enacted at the district, 
state, and federal level,
teachers, principals, superintendents, and school boards have a lot to 
consider, including how
often and thorough classroom observations should be, how the 
principal should document what
he sees in the classroom, whether and when to use rubrics, and how 
much of a role student
achievement should play. Many principals are being sent for off-site 
training to improve inter-rater
reliability. According to Marshall (2013), if superintendents want 
accurate teacher evaluations,
they need to address five key issues: (1) having principals observe 
frequently enough to see daily
reality; (2) ensuring that each principal has a good eye for instruction, 
and really knows what
good instruction looks like; (3) polishing principals’ skills at giving 
feedback to teachers; (4)
deciding how and when to use the district’s rubric; and (5) keeping 
student learning at the center
of supervisory conversations. Among Marshall’s suggestions for 
achieving these goals are:
 The principal should briefly visit each classroom, unannounced, at 
least once a month,
followed by face-to-face conversations that includes coaching and, if 
justified, praise.
 The principal should give honest feedback whenever they observe 
poor or ineffective
teaching, as defined by the district’s rubric.
The aim of professional development should be to improve the deficits 
of individual teachers
or a group of teachers or to introduce a new skill. Classroom 
observations, by the principal or
fellow teachers, are probably the best way to identify what skills need 
shoring up. The
observations should be based on those skills and practices which have 
been proven to be
effective for improving student performance. The principal and the 
Leadership Team conduct
classroom observations, not to catch teachers doing something wrong, 
but to support teachers in
developing their skills to their highest level, to increase the capacity of 
all teachers, and to
enhance student learning. The Leadership Team can then use the data 
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gathered from
observations and determine what professional development is needed 
for individual teachers, or
building-wide. They can also determine how best to address the needs 
and concerns of teachers
in the building (Redding 2006).
If principals note strengths in one teacher that would assist another 
teacher struggling with
the same skill, the first teacher could be assigned as a mentor. 
According to Coskeran (2013),
teacher-to-teacher mentoring can be a powerful tool for school 
improvement—if it is done
properly. Effective mentoring has been found to have a range of 
benefits for teachers’
professional learning and can help teachers take control of their own 
professional develop

Plan Assigned to: Kim  Lee
How it will look when fully met:  The principal should give honest feedback whenever they observe 

poor or ineffective teaching is the best way to identify what skills need 
shoring up. The observations should be based on those skills and 
practices which have been proven to be effective for improving student 
performance.  Effective teacher-to-teacher mentoring and monitoring. 

Target Date: 05/18/2016
Tasks:

1. Summary accounts of classroom observations are called “patterns of practice” and
aggregate the observations from several or all teachers without revealing teachers’ names. When
the principal (or peer observers) conduct classroom observations, they determine if specific
indictors of effective practice are demonstrated. The patterns of practice analysis then shows the
percent of teachers demonstrating each indicator for a grade level, subject area, grade-level
cluster, or across the faculty. The analysis is useful in planning professional development.

Assigned to: Kim  Lee
Added date: 02/02/2016
Target Completion Date: 05/18/2016
Frequency: monthly
Comments: The principal should briefly visit each classroom, unannounced, at least 

once a month,
followed by face-to-face conversations that includes coaching and, if 
justified, praise.

The principal should give honest feedback whenever they observe poor 
or ineffective
teaching, as defined by the district’s rubric.

The aim of professional development should be to improve the deficits 
of individual teachers
or a group of teachers or to introduce a new skill.

Task Completed: 01/30/2017
Implement Percent Task Complete:  Tasks completed:  1 of 1 (100%)
Indicator IF05 - Professional development for teachers includes self-assessment related to indicators of 

effective teaching and classroom management.(69)
Status     Tasks completed:  0 of 3 (0%)
Assessment Level of Development: Initial: Limited Development 02/22/2017
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Index: 4 (Priority Score x Opportunity Score)
Priority Score: 2 (3 - highest, 2 - medium, 1 - lowest)
Opportunity Score: 2 (3 - relatively easy to address, 2 - accomplished within 

current policy and budget conditions, 1 - requires 
changes in current policy and budget conditions)

Describe current level of 
development:

Aligning classroom observations with evaluation criteria and 
professional development.Observations play a major role in any 
comprehensive teacher evaluation system. It’s critical that they help 
paint a fair and accurate picture of teachers’ strengths and 
development areas in the classroom.
Although the implementation of observation criteria and tools 
ultimately matters more than their design, a better design makes it 
more likely that they will achieve the desired results.Many teachers and 
evaluators report that the observation criteria and tools are too long 
and too detailed to read and digest in a reasonable amount of time. 
The tools identify more than five or six broad teacher performance 
standards and require more than one page to describe them.

Plan Assigned to: R Myrick
How it will look when fully met: Classroom rules, expectations and procedures that minimize down 

time, maintain student discipline/behavior, and maximize student 
engagement in the material. Reinforcement of positive behavior; 
redirection of off-task conversations; correction of disruptive behaviors. 
Reinforcement of school-wide norms and use of school-wide routines. 
Modeling of honesty,integrity and personal responsibility. Students’ 
active participation in the learning process. Students’ perseverance and 
persistence through material; students’ resilience. Students’ timely 
completion of assignments (out of class and in class)Assessment of 
students’ understanding using real-time techniques that align to lesson 
objectives (e.g., Checks for Understandings)Identification and 
correction of common misunderstandings. Movement of students to the 
rigorous levels of understanding required by the lesson 
objectives.Assessment of students’ mastery at the end of the lesson 
(e.g., exit slips) to confirm mastery of lesson objectives. Evidence that 
students have mastered the lesson objectives such that they remain on 
track for the unit plan. 

Target Date: 05/12/2017
Tasks:

1. Consistently uses rigorous, bite-sized, measurable, standards-based objectives to drive instruction; 
writes objectives on the board and reviews them with students. 

Assigned to: Jeffrey  Steed
Added date: 02/22/2017
Target Completion Date: 05/12/2017
Comments: Evaluators should judge whether teachers have met each performance 

expectation based on student behaviors and evidence of student 
learning.Given the demands on teachers’ and principals’ time, it is 
unrealistic to expect them to focus on a long list of teacher 
performance expectations. So, as states and districts focus on 
establishing clear performance expectations, they must also be mindful 
of creating tools that are easy to use and digest, and that help focus 
teachers and evaluators on the most essential characteristics of 
excellent teaching. There are many elements of great teaching, and it 
may be useful to catalog these in a document that can guide 
professional development. But the list of performance expectations in 
an observation tool should fit on a single page if at all possible. With a 
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longer list, evaluators will struggle to offer teachers useful, focused 
feedback—one of the primary goals of any evaluation system.

2. Leads students through guided practice with declining scaffolding so students provide both the answers 
and the thought process. 

Assigned to: R Myrick
Added date: 02/22/2017
Target Completion Date: 05/12/2017
Comments: Our teacher routinely emphasizes completion of work and consistently 

encourages students to expend their best effort. Teachers pursue the 
active engagement of all students. Many of the expectations could be 
met even by teachers who do not help most of their students make 
substantial academic progress. Many are not sufficiently rigorous; they 
reflect bare minimums or compliance requirements. Many expectations 
do not affect student learning.Feedback from teachers and evaluators 
indicates that the observation criteria and tools are easy enough to 
read and digest in a reasonable amount of time. Some teachers and 
evaluators report using the criteria and tools as a reference that guides 
their day-to-day work. The tools identify no more than five or six broad 
teacher performance expectations, and these expectations can be 
described in no more than one page.

3. • What goals has your school district set for the next three years?
• What data will help judge whether the district is meeting its goals?
• How are superintendents using data they currently collect to improve
student achievement over time?
• What additional data must be collected and why?
• In what ways are teachers, principals, district staff and the community
involved in data collection and analysis? 

Assigned to: R Myrick
Added date: 03/09/2017
Target Completion Date: 05/26/2017
Comments: Data help:

• Measure student progress
• Make sure students don’t fall through the cracks
• Measure program effectiveness
• Assess instructional effectiveness
• Guide curriculum development
• Allocate resources wisely
• Promote accountability
• Report to the community
• Meet state and federal reporting requirements
• Maintain educational focus
• Show trends (but not necessarily solutions)• What goals has your 
school district set for the next three years?
• What data will help judge whether the district is meeting its goals?
• How are superintendents using data they currently collect to improve
student achievement over time?
• What additional data must be collected and why?
• In what ways are teachers, principals, district staff and the 
community
involved in data collection and analysis? 

Implement Percent Task Complete:  Tasks completed:  0 of 3 (0%)
School Leadership and Decision Making
Helping parents to help their children meet standards
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Indicator IG03 - Teachers regularly make "interactive" assignments that encourage parent-child 
interaction relative to school learning.(187)

Status     Tasks completed:  0 of 1 (0%)
Assessment Level of Development: Initial: Limited Development 03/09/2017

Index: 6 (Priority Score x Opportunity Score)
Priority Score: 2 (3 - highest, 2 - medium, 1 - lowest)
Opportunity Score: 3 (3 - relatively easy to address, 2 - accomplished within 

current policy and budget conditions, 1 - requires 
changes in current policy and budget conditions)

Describe current level of 
development:

Data-driven decision-making is about gathering data to understand if a 
school or district is meeting its purpose and vision.  We looked at 
Victoria Bernhardt, author of Data Analysis for Comprehensive School-
wide Improvement and she said “If we do not have a target, we could 
make decisions that essentially lead to ‘random acts of improvement.
It is imperative to involve and train parents how to desegregate data. 
We need to have PD for parents so they can question their students 
about that students academic performance.    

Plan Assigned to: R Myrick
How it will look when fully met: Data-driven decision-making is about gathering data to understand if a 

school or district is meeting its purpose and vision.  We looked at 
Victoria Bernhardt, author of Data Analysis for Comprehensive School-
wide Improvement and she said “If we do not have a target, we could 
make decisions that essentially lead to ‘random acts of improvement.’”
So, instead of trying to look at every little piece of data we need to 
should strive for focused acts of improvement, which occur when 
schools are clear about their purpose, about what they expect students 
to know, and about what they expect students to be able to do. 
In data-driven buildings, teachers and principals work side and engage 
in data usage parents to ensure all children achieve. We need to 
incorporate students into this process. Everyone strives toward 
common goals. Data provide quantifiable proof, taking the emotion and 
rancor out we can use data to provide the substance for meaningful, 
ongoing dialogue within the educational community.

Target Date: 05/19/2017
Tasks:

1. We need to provide PD for parents concerning data. We need to train parent how to read and 
understand data. Parent need the ability to engage their students in conversation about their student 
academic performance. 

Assigned to: R Myrick
Added date: 03/09/2017
Target Completion Date: 05/19/2017
Comments: In data-driven buildings, teachers and principals work side and engage 

in data usage parents to ensure all children achieve. We need to 
incorporate students into this process. Everyone strives toward 
common goals. Data provide quantifiable proof, taking the emotion and 
rancor out we can use data to provide the substance for meaningful, 
ongoing dialogue within the educational community.

Implement Percent Task Complete:  Tasks completed:  0 of 1 (0%)
School Leadership and Decision Making
Expanded time for student learning and teacher collaboration
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Indicator IH01 - The school monitors progress of the extended learning time programs and other 
strategies related to school improvement.(3981)

Status     Tasks completed:  1 of 2 (50%)
Assessment Level of Development: Initial: Limited Development 01/05/2016

Index: 4 (Priority Score x Opportunity Score)
Priority Score: 2 (3 - highest, 2 - medium, 1 - lowest)
Opportunity Score: 2 (3 - relatively easy to address, 2 - accomplished within 

current policy and budget conditions, 1 - requires 
changes in current policy and budget conditions)

Describe current level of 
development:

All extended programs (summer school and after-school tutoring) use 
data that is reviewed to select students. Pre and post tests are given 
and evaluated. We will continue to meet and review data to evaluate 
effectiveness and select students.Teachers will use data from a variety 
of sources to access their students and to observe students level of 
understanding and comprehension. Those that are weak in certain 
areas will then be recommended for extended learning programs that 
are available to
students. Teachers will them continually monitor their progress to see if 
understanding and comprehension is developing. If the programs 
aren't working for the student(s) a committee will be formed to review 
data and take further action to help the student(s). 2. Using data 
programs will be monitored by the principal and other district staff to 
make sure that they are effectively meeting students' needs. The 
programs deemed no longer effective will be replaced.

Plan Assigned to: Jeffrey  Steed
How it will look when fully met: Review state scores to determine qualifying students. Use classroom 

scores. Send out tutoring letter to parents. Teachers selected to teach 
in the after school program. After students are signed up for the after 
school program, students will be placed in a reading or math group 
depending on the area of need. They will attend 2 sessions each week 
for one hour. Tests will be used as a pre and post assessments.

Target Date: 05/12/2017
Tasks:

1. Align the tutoring program mission and activities with the organization’s strategic goals.
• Clearly situate the tutoring program within the overall structure of the organization.
• Create an organizational chart that accurately reflects working relationships and staff/
volunteer roles.
• Outline how each department or program fits into the organization.It is essential for tutoring programs 
to determine which students the program can best serve.

Assigned to: Pat Loe
Added date: 01/05/2016
Target Completion Date: 05/12/2017
Comments: Students who are considered at-risk need extra support beyond 

classroom instruction and can
benefit from tutoring. According to the National At-Risk Education 
Network, students are at-risk
when there is a disconnect between their current situation and their 
needs as youth. Some high-risk high school students could have been 
identified and targeted for intervention earlier. Grades, attendance, 
behavior and test scores during the middle grades and the late 
elementary years are good indicators of future achievement and are 
therefore reliable student criteria to determine a tutoring program’s 
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target group.
Task Completed: 02/05/2016

2. Teachers apply evidence-based strategies to address individual student learning needs and differences, 
adjust their instruction, and support the learning needs of each student.

Assigned to: Jeffrey  Steed
Added date: 01/23/2017
Target Completion Date: 05/12/2017
Frequency: monthly
Comments:

Implement Percent Task Complete:  Tasks completed:  1 of 2 (50%)
Curriculum, Assessment, and Instructional Planning
Engaging teachers in assessing and monitoring student mastery
Indicator IIB01 - Units of instruction include pre-/post-tests to assess student mastery of standards-based 

objectives.(91)
Status     Tasks completed:  0 of 2 (0%)
Assessment Level of Development: Initial: Limited Development 03/28/2016

Index: 6 (Priority Score x Opportunity Score)
Priority Score: 2 (3 - highest, 2 - medium, 1 - lowest)
Opportunity Score: 3 (3 - relatively easy to address, 2 - accomplished within 

current policy and budget conditions, 1 - requires 
changes in current policy and budget conditions)

Describe current level of 
development:

We are using ACTaspire practice test for the upcoming exams. Only 
grades 3-10 are offered.  

Plan Assigned to: R Myrick
How it will look when fully met: Using the ACTaspire will use the practice test to prepare for the 

upcoming exam in grades 3-10. And use ACT prep for 11th grade. 

The practice test should be a an accurate gauge of performance 
measurements.
  Teachers vary methods of assessing learning to accommodate 
students' learning needs, linguistic differences, and/or varying levels of 
background knowledge 

Target Date: 05/12/2017
Tasks:

1. Teachers collaborate with their colleagues, are self-aware in their interpersonal interactions, and are 
open to constructive feedback from peers and administrators.

Assigned to: Jeffrey  Steed
Added date: 01/23/2017
Target Completion Date: 05/12/2017
Frequency: monthly
Comments:

2. Teachers vary methods of assessing learning to accommodate students' learning needs, linguistic 
differences, and/or varying levels of background knowledge

Assigned to: Regina huskey
Added date: 01/31/2017
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01/31/2017
Target Completion Date: 05/12/2017
Comments: Teachers vary methods of assessing learning to accommodate 

students' learning needs, linguistic differences, and/or varying levels of 
background knowledge

Implement Percent Task Complete:  Tasks completed:  0 of 2 (0%)
Indicator IIB04 - Teachers individualize instruction based on pre-test results to provide support for some 

students and enhanced learning opportunities for others.(94)
Status     Tasks completed:  0 of 3 (0%)
Assessment Level of Development: Initial: Limited Development 01/21/2016

Index: 6 (Priority Score x Opportunity Score)
Priority Score: 3 (3 - highest, 2 - medium, 1 - lowest)
Opportunity Score: 2 (3 - relatively easy to address, 2 - accomplished within 

current policy and budget conditions, 1 - requires 
changes in current policy and budget conditions)

Describe current level of 
development:

A pre-test, designed by the instruction team and aligned to the 
curriculum and standards, is
given to all students to determine their level of understanding and 
knowledge of the unit the
teacher is getting ready to start. The results of the pre-test gives the 
teacher a “starting point” for
each student. The results of the pre-test may indicate that the student 
is not ready for the new
material, in which case the teacher would adjust to include extra 
supports for that student to bring
the student up to speed with the rest of the class. Other students may 
have already mastered the
skill or idea, and would need additional materials to spark interest or 
challenge new thinking.
Where ever a child is “the teacher’s goal is always to get every student 
to mastery of the target
objective by the end of the unit, but students do not start in the same 
place

Plan Assigned to: R Myrick
How it will look when fully met: Teachers will individualize instruction based on pre-test results to 

provide support for some students and enhanced learning opportunities 
for others. 

Target Date: 05/19/2017
Tasks:

1. The results of the pre-test gives the teacher a “starting point” for each student. 
Assigned to: Kathy Daniel
Added date: 02/12/2016
Target Completion Date: 05/06/2016
Comments: For each plan, the team will assign a leadership team member to 

monitor the plan, set a target date for completion, and create a series 
of tasks to reach full implementation. Each task created will also be 
assigned and have a target date by which it will be complete or 
become routine.

2. We will use the ACTaspire pre-post test for practice for the spring exam. 
Assigned to: Kathy Daniel
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Added date: 03/16/2016
Target Completion Date: 04/08/2016
Comments: ACT Aspire provides predicted score ranges for the next two years for 

each of the five subject areas as well as Composite score ranges. ACT 
Aspire also provides longitudinal score reporting for each subject area, 
from grade 3 through 10. Scores are plotted over time and viewed 
alongside grade level ACT Readiness Benchmarks, indicating that 
students are on target to meet the ACT College Readiness 
Benchmarks.In addition to viewing progress with respect to the ACT 
Readiness Benchmarks, ACT Aspire provides student growth percentiles 
(SGPs) that describe how a student performed compared to students 
with the same prior-year score history.Data from ACT Aspire can be 
used as one indicator of program effectiveness. Before using ACT 
Aspire for this purpose, a content review is important to ensure that 
ACT Aspire measures the important outcomes of the program. If used 
within teacher and school evaluation systems, ACT Aspire growth data 
should not be the sole indicator of effectiveness. 

3. Teachers connect students' prior understanding and real-world experiences to new content and 
contexts, maximizing learning opportunities.

Assigned to: R Myrick
Added date: 02/07/2017
Target Completion Date: 05/12/2017
Comments:

Implement Percent Task Complete:  Tasks completed:  0 of 3 (0%)
Family Engagement in a School Community
Explain and communicate the purpose and practices of the school community
Indicator FE01 - Parent (Family) representatives advise the School Leadership Team on matters related to 

family-school relations.(5496)
Status     Tasks completed:  1 of 1 (100%)
Assessment Level of Development: Initial: Limited Development 01/30/2017

Index: 4 (Priority Score x Opportunity Score)
Priority Score: 2 (3 - highest, 2 - medium, 1 - lowest)
Opportunity Score: 2 (3 - relatively easy to address, 2 - accomplished within 

current policy and budget conditions, 1 - requires 
changes in current policy and budget conditions)

Describe current level of 
development:

Teachers work to ensure high levels of learning, social-emotional 
development, and achievement outcomes for all students, taking into 
consideration each student's educational and developmental 
backgrounds and focusing on each student's needs.Teachers 
demonstrate the belief that all students have the potential to achieve at 
high levels and support all students in their pursuit of social-emotional 
learning and academic success.Teachers purposefully utilize learners' 
individual strengths as a basis for academic and social-emotional 
growth.Teachers create a community of learners in an inclusive 
environment that views differences in learning and background as 
educational assets.
Teachers accept responsibility for the growth of all of their students, 
persisting in their efforts to ensure high levels of growth on the part of 
each learner.

Plan Assigned to: Jeffrey  Steed
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How it will look when fully met: The first contact with your child’s teacher, in many ways, is the most 
important, This is the time you are building rapport and developing a 
relationship of trust. Therefore, an appropriate time and setting is 
important for the first brief encounter. A phone call, a note, or, best of 
all, an initial face-to-face meeting is best. A good time to contact your 
child’s teacher is during the first week of school. This gives you an 
opportunity to meet one another when neither has any complaints. 
Otherwise, the first teacher contact can be unpleasant. The teacher is 
usually calling to describe some unacceptable behavior or report a 
child’s tack of progress and her concern that a learning problem may 
exist. This kind of contact usually puts a parent on the defensive, and 
communication can be hampered. Neither party wins, and the biggest 
loser is your child.

Target Date: 05/12/2017
Tasks:

1. Identify the purpose for the conference. Is it to become acquainted? Is it to alleviate your concerns 
about your child’s poor attitude towards reading and/or school! Or is it to receive a report card and test 
scores? Each of these situations is vastly different and requires different preparation.

Assigned to: Jeffrey  Steed
Added date: 02/22/2017
Target Completion Date: 05/12/2017
Comments: Conferences that run more than 40 minutes can be tiresome for both 

parent and teacher. If you can’t accomplish all that has been planned, 
ask for another conference. By scheduling a future conference, you will 
have an opportunity to follow up on previous agreements and revise 
them if necessary. Keep it short and to the point.  Don’t become 
antagonistic or defensive; otherwise the conference outcome can be 
disastrous. Strive for cooperation between you and your child’s 
teacher. Even when teachers present a negative side of your child’s 
behavior or inform you of other problems, try to remain objective. This 
can be difficult when it is your child, but he will experience as many or 
more difficulties if you and die teacher don’t try to find a way to work 
together to solve these problems. Try to help the parent be an 
academic advocate for their child.

Task Completed: 02/21/2017
Implement Percent Task Complete:  Tasks completed:  1 of 1 (100%)
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